
 

 HIGH QUALITY DURABILITY
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WHY PANELTEX?
OPERATIONAL LONGEVITY

  The durability of Paneltex Refrigerated Trucks is a highlight of these 

vehicles, particularly in the higher weight categories of the N3 

range

  Paneltex Fridge Trucks are designed for hard work and engineered 

for a long-life, with low damage costs and high quality operator 

saftey mechanisms

THERMALLY EFFICIENT 

  Paneltex N3 rigid bodies are available with the highest thermal 

efficiency in this class

  Certified ATP Class A - C is offered on all Paneltex N3 bodywork

FLEXIBLE CONFIGURATION AND OPTIONS

  With configurations of single, dual and triple temperature 

specifications, Paneltex Refrigerated Trucks fit into any operation

  Unrivalled service includes many features, some entirely bespoke

  Paneltex works with all major vehicle equipment manufacturers to 

give total flexibility on these vehicles and available options

  In-house colour and paint facility keeps vans on brand

EXEMPLARY AFTERCARE

  Vehicle off-road times are kept to a minimum by next-day spare 

parts delivery and a full Paneltex warranty. Spares are easy to fit and 

low-cost, meaning vehicle maintenance is simple and effective

TYPE APPROVAL

  Very full range of National/European type approvals makes 

registering these vehicles fast and straightforward

REFRIGERATED TRUCKS: N3
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Each PANELTEX 3.5T BOX VAN is an individually designed amalgamation of 

high quality bodywork, built to Paneltex’s exceptional production standards, 

and a wide range of options both for the operation and the styling of the 

vehicle. Available in single-, dual- or multi-compartment boxes, Paneltex 

3.5T Refrigerated Box Bodies can be designed and manufactured to ideally 

suit any urban delivery situation. The flexible temperature-control options 

available on these vehicles allows for any specification and any operation. 

In Paneltex’s production sites, there is the facility to offer bespoke design 

solutions, alongside the entire production process.



The entire range of Paneltex Refrigerated Trucks offers class-

leading build quality and value. The design and sales teams pride 

themselves on engineering solutions for their refrigerated trucks 

which increase commercial transport operating efficiency.

Paneltex has considerable experience of refurbishing and 

remounting bodywork. Over the years, this has been something 

Paneltex has always been keen to do, as it gives a unique 

opportunity to increase the available service life of vehicle 

bodywork, in the most sustainable and environmentally-friendly 

way. This is not only a one-off, occasional occurrence, as some 

Paneltex bodywork has been remounted to a new chassis more 

than once, meaning that it is not uncommon to hear of Paneltex 

bodywork lasting for the duration ofthe operating life of three 

chassis cabs to which it has been mounted.

The total flexibility offered by Paneltex in its refrigerated N3 truck 

range means that these vehicles are the ideal choice every time. 

With options including different configurations and systems of 

side doors, load restraint, tail-lifts, flooring, meat hanging systems, 

refrigeration units and more, there is the capability available to 

conceive a vehicle that can suit any operation.

All Paneltex products are backed by strong warranty and 

exceptional aftersales support. Spare parts stocks are maintained 

for 10 year, as a matter of policy and, as well as the web-based 

spare parts ordering system, the helpful team is committed to 

finding the correct part and providing next-day delivery of a 

wide variety of spare parts. Alongside this, the warranty and 

aftercare team is dedicated to keeping vehicle off-road times 

to an absolute minimum. Working extended hours and going 

the extra mile is a common occurrence for every member of the 

team, which is a massive testament to their high success rate at 

getting vehicles back in operation when issues unexpectedly 

arise.
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SUPPORTIVE AFTERCARE


